S PAN I S H L AK E BL ACK SM I T H S H O P

Your One-Stop
Shop for the
Best Rasps
S H O P O N L I N E AT S P A N I S H L A K E . C O M / R A S P S

BELLOTA CLASSIC

Features an aggressive rasp
side with the file side smooth
enough for finishing the outer
wall for show horses. The
Classic has an extra smooth
file side, which is ideal for a
smooth finish when dressing
the hoof.

BELLOTA TOP SHARP

Features a very aggressive
rasp cut for quick removal of
hoof material is all conditions,
wet or dry. The file side has
an intermediate cut for an
excellent and efficient finish to
the hoof wall.

BELLOTA TOP LEVEL

Features an aggressive cut on
the rasp side, which gives an
easy cut for trimming. The file
side has an intermediate cut
similar to the Top Sharp.

BELLOTA PRIME LEVEL

BELLOTA RAZOR PLUS

BASSOLI 14” BLADE
RASP

BASSOLI 50 RASP

Features an aggressive
rasp cut similar to the Top
Level for easy rasping of the
hoof. The file side has a chip
breaker that allows you to
cut more aggressively while
still leaving a smooth finish
on the hoof wall.

Features an aggressive rasp
cut. The file side has chip
breaker cuts that provides
a smooth, clean finish to
the hoof.

Features the most
aggressive rasp cut for the
fastest removal of hoof. The
file side has a coarse cut for
the most efficient finish work
in dry or wet conditions.

The Bassoli 50 is 50 mm
wide x 4 mm thick, making it
very light and manageable.
The file side is aggressive,
but leaves a competition
finish to the hoof.

BASSOLI 14” FARRIER
RASP

Features one side file and
one side rasp, suitable for
both hoof and shoe.

SAVE EDGE ORIGINAL

Known for having a smooth
yet aggressive cutting
action. Superior tooth design
and precision sharpening
process.

SAVE EDGE 14” BEAST

SAVE EDGE 17” BEAST

HELLER eXcel LEGEND

HELLER BLACK LEGEND

Extra width, providing
much more cutting surface.
The Beast allows farriers
to achieve a level hoof in
fewer strokes.

Coarse side is designed
to remove material easily
with little effort. Its unique
design makes this rasp
versatile for a variety of
climates and particularly
effective in wet weather
conditions. More teeth per
row have been added to
cover the entire rasp surface
for greater efficiency and
more effective leveling of
the hoof.

Extra width, providing much
more cutting surface. The
extra length is perfect for
large hooves like the draft
horse. The Beast allows
farriers to achieve a level
hoof in fewer strokes.

Larger tooth angle, similar
to the Heller Legend.
Suitable for softer, damper
horn structures. The Black
Legend has an extra coating
that ensures the material is
released from the rasp more
easily and makes it more
wear resistant. Particularly
good for horses that spend
a lot of time outside where
the hooves accumulate sand
and mud.

HELLER eXcel ORIGINAL

Coarse side is designed to
remove material easily with
smaller-sized teeth that
features an open structure to
prevent clogging. Versatile
for a variety of climates and
hoof quality.

HELLER eXcel LEGEND
(GREEN TANG)

10% wider and thinner than
a regular rasp making it a
very well balanced tool, and
rasping more efficient. The
rasp side has a concentrated
pattern with over 650 teeth,
to help prevent clogging.
Particularly effective in wet
or humid weather conditions.
On the file side, Heller Multi
Glide blades have very sharp
edges and overlapping cut
which leave a smooth glossy
finish that requires no other
finishing.

HELLER eXcel LEGEND
(RED TANG)

Developed for hard and dry
hooves. Small teeth with a
more concentrated pattern
for an efficient cut. File
pattern creates efficient
removal of hoof with little
effort leaving a smooth
surface.

HELLER BLACK MASTER RASP

Developed for hard, dry hooves with
enhanced durability. Small teeth
with a more concentrated pattern
for an efficient cut. The Black Master
receives a special surface treatment
at the Heller factory to prolong the life
of the rasp.

We Offer
Flat Rate
Shipping!

(800) 336-8569
www.spanishlake.com
Facebook @spanishlakeblacksmithshop
YouTube @spanishlakeblacksmith

